A Prototype System to Support Evidence-based Practice
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Abstract
Translating evidence into clinical practice is a complex process that depends on the availability of evidence, the environment into which the research evidence is translated, and the system that facilitates the translation. This paper presents InfoBot, a system designed for automatic delivery of patient-specific information from evidence-based resources. A prototype system has been implemented to support development of individualized patient care plans. The prototype explores possibilities to automatically extract patients’ problems from the interdisciplinary team notes and query evidence-based resources using the extracted terms. Using 4,335 de-identified interdisciplinary team notes for 525 patients, the system automatically extracted biomedical terminology from 4,219 notes and linked resources to 260 patient records. Sixty of those records (15 each for Pediatrics, Oncology & Hematology, Medical & Surgical, and Behavioral Health units) have been selected for an ongoing evaluation of the quality of automatically proactively delivered evidence and its usefulness in development of care plans.

Background
Documented plans of care, individualized for each patient could provide a means for interdisciplinary teams to put evidence-based research into practice and ensure quality and continuity of care. Translation of evidence into healthcare practice is viewed as a function of three critical elements: 1) the level and nature of the evidence; 2) the environment (context) into which the evidence is introduced; and 3) the methods of facilitating the evidence delivery [1].

The nature of evidence-based practice (EBP) is defined as the integration of best available research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values [2, 3]. Many resources provide detailed descriptions of the steps in active search for evidence-based decision support: 1) asking searchable, answerable clinical questions, 2) searching for the best evidence; 3) critically appraising the evidence; 4) implementing the applicable evidence; and 5) evaluating the outcomes [4, 5].

When applied to nursing, this model of EBP requires the nurses to proactively pull the resources devoting some additional time to question formulation and search for evidence, most probably, on a computer. This activity might not be seen as valuable as spending time with a patient [6]. Interviews with 50 nurses revealed that not all wanted access to evidence-based information, and those who did wanted the up-to-date information to be available when and where needed [6]. These findings are in agreement with a systematic review of clinical decision support systems that identifies the following key features of a successful system: 1) computer generated decision support is provided automatically and is integrated in the workflow; 2) support is delivered at the time and location of decision making; 3) recommendations are actionable; and 4) the system does not depend on clinicians’ initiative for use [7].

EBP is enabled by the availability of adequate resources. As the EBP resources are abundant [8], they require judicious use at every step of the EBP process in a specific context [9].

The context in which evidence is being introduced is viewed as the organizational environment defined by the prevailing culture, human relations expressed through leadership, and monitoring and evaluation mechanisms [10]. Based on the observation that an essential additional component of the context is uncertainty caused by patients’ status, complexity of teamwork, unpredictability of nurses’ work, and changing management [11], we propose developing a tool that can be adjusted locally depending on the organizational goals and types of evidence suitable for the environment.

The existing systems that facilitate evidence delivery through linking evidence to a patient’s record either provide access to a pre-populated evidence base using a set of carefully selected topics [12], or require
some user interaction in the evidence search step [13]. Our goals were to test whether the search step could be automated and the evidence for dynamically generated topics could be retrieved automatically, reducing clinicians’ cognitive burden and demands on their time.

Although each critical element of translating evidence into nursing practice has been studied separately, to our knowledge, we present the first attempt to develop a system that automatically initiates retrieval of available evidence and can be tuned to address the selection and delivery of patient-specific evidence in a health care environment.

Methods
The complexity of our task is best addressed using the spiral model of system development [14]. The spiral model allows designing the whole system but implementing only the highest priority features in an initial prototype. Several iterations of design refinements and prototyping based on users’ feedback allow developing an evaluated and tested final system.

System design
The overall design of the InfoBot system is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of two modules one of which (InfoBot client) interacts with an Electronic Medical Record (EMR). The second module (InfoBot server) resides at NLM and provides information from resources requested by the InfoBot client.

![Figure 1: InfoBot system design](image)

The evidence search and delivery process is triggered by a new entry in one of the monitored EMR fields. The text entered into the field is extracted from the EMR into the InfoBot client and sent to the NLM server in a request to identify clinical terminology and deliver information from evidence-based resources pre-selected by the health care organization and stored in the InfoBot client as a set of rules. We use the NLM MetaMap service [15] to identify the Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) Metathesaurus® concepts in the EMR text [16]. The next steps in the InfoBot server pipeline depend on the preferences of a specific health care organization encoded in a set of rules selected from the InfoBot pick list during the InfoBot client installation at the health care facility. In general, the identified clinical terms and the additional UMLS information related to the terms are used to query the selected resources.

NLM resources used in the initial implementation include definitions of biomedical terms available in the UMLS, MEDLINE® citations and links to the full-text articles, MedlinePlus® articles [17], ClinicalTrials.gov [18], and Nursing Standards of Practice and Procedure Guidelines provided by the NIH Clinical Center.

Information retrieved from these resources is stored in the InfoBot database. This information can be displayed by request at the healthcare institution via Web pages dynamically generated by the InfoBot server. The system can also return the information to the healthcare institution in XML format.

Prototype implementation
The initial prototype presented in this paper supports the end-to-end information flow and implements the core functionality of the future clinical decision support system. The goal of this prototype is to test the feasibility of the system and the soundness of its architecture.

EMR and InfoBot client requests
Rather than attempting a direct interface with the National Institutes of Health's Clinical Research Information System (CRIS) at this early development stage, we extracted the following fields from CRIS: Clinical Center unit, Chief Complaint, Clinical Trial protocol number, and Interdisciplinary problems, goals and interventions. The interdisciplinary problems, goals and interventions fields consist of two parts: 1) a controlled vocabulary term that categorizes the problem, for example, Patient/Family Education Goals, Metabolic/Endocrine Problem, Safety Interventions, etc; and a free text part that describes the actual problem, for example, the following safety problem description: “high falls risk secondary to impaired vision”.

The extracted fields were stored in a database representing an EMR. The EMR-InfoBot client interaction was simulated by sending a “new record” request with information from one of the restored EMR records to the client. The EMR request contains an anonymized patient unique identifier, the identifier of the set of rules to be applied to the record (RuleSet), and the value entered into the field, for example, the clinical protocol number or the interdisciplinary problem text.
Upon receiving information from the EMR, the InfoBot client registers the request, the patient identifier, and the RuleSet in its internal table and sends this information and the extracted text to the InfoBot server that also stores this information in its internal tables monitored by a work distribution manager that ensures the RuleSet is applied and the request is processed in the pipeline.

**InfoBot server functions**

The following InfoBot client requests selected in a study session with the NIH Clinical Center evidence-based practice educators are currently supported by the InfoBot server: 1) identifying biomedical terms in free text; 2) linking those terms to UMLS definitions, 3) linking to the NIH Clinical Center Nursing Standards of Practice and Procedure Guidelines; 4) searching PubMed for Cochrane reviews; 5) linking to MedlinePlus and other patient education articles, and 6) linking a Clinical Trial protocol number to information about the trial in the ClinicalTrials.gov database. In practice, requests two through five depend on the information obtained in the first request and are combined into a pipeline defined in the RuleSets.

The key step in the InfoBot pipeline is the identification of the biomedical terms in the free text entered into the EMR fields. InfoBot text processing starts with expansion of acronyms and abbreviations that are unambiguous within the context of the Clinical Center, but could be mapped to irrelevant terms or not recognized by MetaMap. For example, *decub* is expanded to *decubitus ulcer*. Next, spelling in each of the free text snippets is checked using the NCBI ESpell E-Utility [19].

The expanded corrected text is submitted to the MetaMap API by the InfoBot MetaMap wrapper module. The MetaMap results are post-processed in this module to identify and extract biomedical single-word and multi-word terms that are recognized as UMLS concepts and belong to the following general semantic groups: *problems, interventions, medications, anatomy, and findings*. In addition to the extracted text, the module extracts the concepts’ unique identifiers, semantic groups, and preferred UMLS names from the MetaMap results. If information is extracted, it is stored in the response being formed by the server and the response status continues to be *in process*. If no concepts are identified in the corrected text, the server responds to the InfoBot client providing this information and the distribution manager marks the request as *finished*. The extracted information triggers retrieval of definitions, Standards of Practice, and related articles.

The definition retrieval module uses the unique concept identifiers to retrieve the UMLS definitions. The definitions are indexed with their identifiers and stored in the InfoBot database table. The definition retrieval module queries the table and adds available definitions to the InfoBot server response.

The Standards of Practice retrieval module uses preferred concept names to retrieve the Nursing Standards of Practice and Procedure Guidelines. Retrieval of these resources is supported by indices stored in the InfoBot server database. Both Standards of Practice and Procedure Guidelines were indexed manually by an experienced medical indexer.

The patient education materials retrieval module also uses preferred concept names to retrieve MedlinePlus articles. Those articles were indexed with the UMLS preferred concept names identified in their titles using MetaMap. The index was manually edited to exclude terms irrelevant to the document and stored in the InfoBot server database. Both Standards of Practice and Patient Education Materials indices link the preferred names assigned to a document to the document URL (at the Clinical Center Nursing Intranet and MedlinePlus respectively).

The MEDLINE retrieval module uses phrases extracted from the text to retrieve Cochrane reviews. The module formulates queries and sends requests to the Repository for Informed Decision Making (RIDEbM), which was developed to extract and store elements of a clinical scenario from MEDLINE citations. RIDEbM determines the clinical task supported by the publication and the potential level of evidence. It automatically extracts the problem(s), the intervention(s), the number and characteristics of patients, and the patient-oriented outcomes of the study from the abstract of the publication [20].

The queries formulated by the MEDLINE retrieval module contain the search preferences encoded in the RuleSet (for example, searching for up to ten Cochrane reviews using PubMed E-Utilities [19]) and the query terms in the form of a well-formed clinical question. The latter is possible because of the semantic groups associated with the identified biomedical terms and is used to filter out retrieval results in which the studied problem differs from the one submitted in the request. Our current query formulation strategy is a Boolean AND of the identified elements of the well-formed clinical question. RIDEbM response to the InfoBot request contains an ordered list of the titles, extractive summaries, and links to PubMed citations and full-text articles. The InfoBot MEDLINE retrieval
The Protocol retrieval module satisfies requests to link to a clinical trial protocol by a look-up in the InfoBot server table that stores a URL of the study details submitted to the ClinicaTrials.gov registry [18]. The Protocol retrieval module searches the table that indexes each URL using the corresponding clinical trial identifier.

When all modules involved in the RuleSet pipeline are done, the InfoBot server response becomes available to the InfoBot client. The InfoBot client Web page with an augmented patient record created for the evaluation of the quality of evidence is shown in Figure 2. The following section details the creation of this record.

![Figure 2: A prototype display of an augmented interdisciplinary team record](image)

**Augmenting a record: a worked example**

The record for a patient with the Chief Complaint of *chronic granulomatous disease* is built incrementally. The first request to the InfoBot server contains the chief complaint, which is mapped to the UMLS concept *Granulomatous Disease, Chronic* (identifier: C0018203; semantic group: problem) by the MetaMap wrapper module. This successful mapping initiates the pipeline: the concept identifier retrieves the definition of the term and the preferred name retrieves the MedlinePlus article. The extracted biomedical term (in this case the whole Chief Complaint entry), the definition and the link to the MedlinePlus article become available to the InfoBot client. When the patient’s record is accessed in the prototype interface, the text in the Chief Complaint field is hyperlinked to the definition of the term (displayed in a small window in the upper left corner of Figure 2). The title of the MedlinePlus article (linked to the article) is added to the Related Articles area in the lower right corner of the interface. The next request is issued to link the Clinical Trial Protocol field to the ClinicalTrials.gov entry.

Of the four interdisciplinary problem notes subsequently added to the patient’s record, two contain terms that trigger the RuleSets and augment the record, although many more terms are initially identified in the text. For example, the following concepts are found in the text “increased pain with lying on table for radiation simulation despite receiving pre-meds”: lying (Supine Position, C0038846, Organism Attribute); table (C0039224, Manufactured Object); and pre-meds (Premedication, C0033045, intervention). Of these, the term *pre-meds* is processed further to retrieve its definition. We hope the timely delivered definition “Preliminary administration of a drug preceding a diagnostic, therapeutic, or surgical procedure. The commonest types of premedication are antibiotics (ANTIBIOTIC PROPHYLAXIS) and anti-anxiety agents. It does not include PREANESTHETIC MEDICATION” will clarify why pre-meds do not alleviate pain and will help with an appropriate plan of care.

The term *decubitus ulcer* identified in the subsequently added problem text triggers the successful completion of the whole pipeline in addition to retrieval of its definition: a practice guideline on assessment and prevention of ulcers and two Cochrane reviews, one on benefits of following guidelines and one on nutritional support for patients at risk of developing pressure ulcers are added to the record.

**Results and discussion**

Using 4,335 de-identified interdisciplinary team notes for 525 patients, the system automatically extracted biomedical terminology from 4,219 notes. The types of terms that triggered search for evidence and numbers of patient records and interdisciplinary notes containing the extracted terms (see Table 1) allowed the system to subsequently link at least one resource (other than the chief complaint definition and the clinical trial protocol) to 260 of the 525 patient records. There are several reasons for not finding evidence for all patients: 1) 65 records contained no notes; 2) some of the notes were not informative enough, for example, a Research Participation Problem described as “lack of knowledge”; 3) we applied very strict rules to trigger term selection assuming that it is better not to flood the record with too general and potentially irrelevant information that could be retrieved using terms *pain*, *discussion*, *admission*, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical term type</th>
<th>Total notes</th>
<th>Total patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>problems</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interventions</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medications</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anatomy</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>findings</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions and Future Work
The positive comments obtained in the ongoing evaluation of the prototype indicate the fully automated evidence-based practice support system is feasible and has a potential to proactively support development of an evidence-based plan of care. The proposed general system architecture is sound, but the methods of query term selection and query generation need to be refined. The implementation of the next system prototype will be based on the results of the ongoing evaluation of the quality and usefulness of the retrieved evidence resources.
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